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VAN 60 - 80 & VFN 60 - 80

Prospero/AWS has designed a practical, functional pump mounted on a Stainless steel cart designed to be durable and easy to maneuver. By producing these pumps in house it allows us to control the quality and the ability to provide you with the best price.

**VAN 60**
- 2.0" tri-clover fittings
- 0-55 GPM
- 220 Volt; 2 hp motor
- Three phase motor only
- 25 ft power cable
- Mechanical variable speed drive

**VFN 60**
- 2.0" tri-clover fittings
- 0-65 GPM
- 220 Volt, 2 hp, 3 phase motor
- Single or 3 phase power
- 50 ft remote with forward & reverse & speed controls
- 25 ft power cable
- A.C. Frequency variable speed drive

**VAN 80**
- 3.0" tri-clover fittings
- 0-155 GPM
- 220 Volt, 5 hp
- Three phase motor only
- 50 ft remote with forward & reverse & speed controls
- 25 ft power cable
- Mechanical variable speed drive

**VFN 80**
- 3.0" tri-clover fittings
- 0-155 GPM
- 220 Volt, 5 hp
- Three phase motor
- 50 ft remote with forward & reverse & speed controls
- 25 ft power cable
- A.C. Frequency variable speed drive

Perfect for must pumping

www.prosperoequipment.com
Liverani’s flexible impeller pumps are made of food grade rubber that rotates inside an eccentric Stainless steel housing. Flexible impeller pumps are simple and economical to use, they are self priming and capable of lifting wine up to six meters. Due to the forgiving nature of the rubber impeller, they can pump liquids with suspended particles such as seeds and skins without damage.